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Abstract. The capacity to respond dynamically to changes in external and internal environments open new possibilities in the interaction
between buildings, humans and the environment. The development of
dynamic envelopes requires the integration of various systems- geometric, structural, and electronic-responsive and their interaction. The paper
reports the results from the “Dynamic Cloud Project” and presents a design and fabrication methodology to integrate kinetic behaviour with
material constraints; the simulation of responses by connecting components with programmable input and behaviour. The paper presents
a modular, component-driven systems construction based on a carriercomponent surface geometry called responsive carrier-component envelope (RCCE) and describes the modelling, fabrication and assembly of
such envelopes. The protocols developed in the project are reported in
the paper and highlight the opportunities and consequences of how local components relate to the whole carrier envelope with multiple constraints and scale considerations. The results of the prototyping and
experimentation with this project are reported in the paper. The paper also discusses future applications of the research and outlines new
possibilities and design opportunities in prototyping responsive carriercomponent envelopes.
Keywords. Dynamic envelope; carrier component mesh; sensor interaction; interactive architecture; digital fabrication.

1. Introduction
The research is inspired by formative ideas proposed in the sixties and seventies which speculated on the possibility of an indeterminate architecture responsive to uncertainty, incompleteness and emergent states. Urban utopian proposals
by Archigram and Japanese Metabolists (Cook 1990; Maki 1964) speculated on
a shifting assembly of parts that make up a whole while kinetic architecture of
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William Zuk and Rogert H. Clark conceived of in the seventies envisioned moving components and entire structures adapting to the needs of its users (Zuk &
Clark 1970). Nicholas Negroponte, a forerunner of the concept of responsive architecture, in 1970’s built a body of work attempting to define and produce it by
integrating computation into spaces and structures through recognition, intention,
contextual variation and meaningful computed responses (Sterk 2003).
The two common themes that stem from these approaches is the ability of design to adapt to a variety of states akin to a real-time parametric model, changing
the morphology and architectural understanding of part-to-whole relationships and
enabling user’s input and emergent situations to influence these states- achieving
a more direct relationship between architecture, its occupants and their needs. In
this sense, architectural design is invoked as an integrated spatial strategy with
robotic protocols inseparable from the architectural design and its intent.
Today, these technologies are at the forefront of architectural research and can
be broadly divided into two categories: digital fabrication/assembly and dynamic
architecture. While the former has a clear agenda and a well-defined strategy as
new means of production and communication of a digital design process to final
outcome, the latter still remains somewhat elusive (Rosenberg 2009). While advances and accessibility of certain technologies in recent years allowed architects
to experiment with ideas of interaction and kinetic actuation more directly, the
larger question of synthesis- how all the disparate areas of knowledge and systems can be integrated into approaches that can be applied more directly to larger
architectural structures remains unclear.
In this paper we look at the possibility and challenges of structural integration
of dynamic envelopes. By looking at the example of the Dynamic Cloud project,
we propose a design criteria which focuses on the interaction between part and a
whole- how structure, interaction, materiality and geometry is impacted by assembling “smart” or complex discrete components into larger, potentially indeterminate wholes- what challenges emerge and how we may be able to systematically
control these in the future.
2. Towards responsive carrier component envelopes
Computing technology is rapidly advancing and seeping into all areas of contemporary life and architecture. Responsive surfaces allow for interactive communication between people and their environment through the use of micro-controllers,
sensors and actuators. Responsive envelopes have been classified into three broad
categories in the literature, namely media facades (Mignonneau & Christa 2008)
dynamic envelopes (Tomitsch et al. 2010) and interactive systems (Seitinger et
al. 2009). This paper presents the concept of a responsive carrier-component envelope (hereafter RCCE), a physical prototype that dynamically integrates, environmental information in real time, and responds by changing its geometric state.
The following features are used to define the design criteria for the development
of the RCCE prototype:
1.

The structural support grid and overall geometry should be defined by a carrier
surface geometry. The carrier propose a self-supporting, integrated structural grid
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2.

3.

geometry, avoiding peripheral structural or cladding elements;
The carrier surface should be decomposable into an aggregation of kinetic components. The kinetic elements are aggregated to minimise cost and complexity and
provide a coherent integration between responsive and physical/structural components; and
Each discrete component should support open ended, reprogrammable sensor
input-output with the environment. Components should be reprogrammable and
re-configurable to allow a broader range of experiments with interactivity. The
network should support accessibility and flexible placement of sensor infrastructure.

Our end goal is to make a self-supporting surface geometry using reciprocal kinetic components that operate on computation protocols and allow it to exhibit
self-organisational properties. The Dynamic Cloud project brief was to design
and prototype an RCCE for display and installation at the Shenzhen Maker Faire
held in November 2016. The project was undertaken in collaboration between
IdeaFactory (YunTech) and CodeLab (Curtin University) under the supervison of
Carl Yu (OneWork.io), a startup company with expertise on Internet of Things
(IoT). The aim of the project was to demonstrate an RCCE prototype using designoriented fabrication approach. Design and research were conducted on multiple
aspects of the process, remotely communicating between the teams in Shenzhen,
Taiwan and Perth, Australia. The Curtin team focused on the design of the carrier
surface and kinetic component prototyping while The YunTech team focused on
the fabrication and making of the RCCE and put together prototypes, improved
aspects of geometry and code and took part in the final assembly.
3. Theory Application
The core of RCCE is the assembly of larger structural surfaces from a collection
of self-contained autonomous kinetic components that respond to sensor based
interaction.
4. Carrier Geometry
Grid shells have been studied and applied to full scale built architecture by many
practitioners and scholars. The carrier geometry of the RCCE was initially conceived of as a self-supporting parabolic grid shell that consists of multiple systems
that allow (potentially) indeterminate bracing and structural support, kinetic actuation and communication and cladding layer which could expand the possibilities
of what tasks the carrier component envelopes are asked to perform. The structural complexity of the carrier surface and lack of time meant that the parabolic
structure was not pursued beyond the prototyping phase for the final installation.
For tessellation of the geometry of the dynamic cloud project we used a simple
surface triangulation that follows a hexagonal pattern (figure 1). The component
nature of conical meshes on which global geometry is based creates opportunities
for bottom-up approaches to component-based envelopes but presents structural
challenges in relation to stresses and connections at vertices (Liu et al. 2006).
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Figure 1. Prototype responsive ceiling design with kinetic component.

5. Kinetic Component Design
The self-organisation is constrained by surface geometry on which the component
is aggregated. Parts have a degree of freedom in a complete system and work
independently while responding to their neighbors effecting changes on the larger
scales. This allows for a less deterministic part-to-whole relationships to emerge
from interactions of local protocols and a multitude of external stimuli. In the
current prototype, components in RCCE are comprised of scissor truss assembly
based on Hoberman sphere (Hoberman 1990) guided by sliding arms and allowing
a single degree of freedom in a symmetrically polar array. The components follow
rules of local independence and global correspondence to form iterative responses
and spatial configurations based on various local inputs (figure 2).

Figure 2. Early component configuration prototype models for kinetic components based on
the scissor truss.

6. Sensor Interaction
Each component is an autonomous mechanism with an ultrasonic sensor (HCSR04) driven by Arduino microcontroller. The sensor detects proximity of objects in front of it with a maximum range of 5 meters. Upon detection, it activates
a geared motor connected to the kinetic truss through linear motion and begins contracting it. Once the sensor stops detecting or the collision switch is activated when
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the truss is fully collapsed, the script pauses and proceeds to return the mechanism
to its extended configuration.
7. Simulation and Prototyping
The RCCE is prototyped with top-down and bottom-up approaches using modelling and scripting techniques to get information about geometry and kinetic properties of the prototype. In the bottom-up approach, the scissor truss assembly derived from four sides of a dodecahedron is used to generate geometry in Grasshopper and simulate its movement using a spring system in Kangaroo (figure 3). The
complexity of the assembly and its kinetic actuation, variation of parameters and
scale are tested.

Figure 3. Simulation of component motion.

The top-down approach involved creation of a grid shell surface structure for
carrier components. One of the challenges with introduction of a curved structural
grid is variation in the geometry of parts. This presents significant challenges in
terms of assembly of complex interactive components. Originally, the structural
grid fabrication was based on the approach presented by Andres Sevtsuk and Raul
Kavlo in the SUTD pavilion (Sevtsuk & Kavlo 2014). However, this approach
was replaced by a simpler carrier surface. The next step was to standardize kinetic component parts, namely the guiding rods to fit the curving surface. A standardization script was developed (figure 4) that fitted equilateral triangles using
geometric transformation per face (Yaglom 1962). If the face is too small, the
solution is culled. However, this causes several problems- orientation of components is misaligned with the original diagrid geometry, also the connection of the
rod to the outside support structure generated variable insertion angles that proved
intractable in the fabrication process. For the Shenzhen fair we settled on planar
surface tessellation with equilaterals and separated the structure from the kinetic
component grid. This design compromise simplified the kinetic component and
enabled the delivery of local interactions without structural ramifications.
8. Material Assembly
The basic unit is built on a triangle containing tetrahedral scissor truss geometry
(figure 4). Structurally, the components are made of three main parts: the struc-
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tural frame that houses all the parts and connects it to its neighbors (1), guiding
rail assembly which contains all sensing, actuating and logic components (2) and
kinetic scissor truss assembly (3). 34:1 motor connects to three linear belts that are
guiding the base points of the truss. There is a binary switch that communicates
to the script terminal position of the truss under maximum contraction.
A flexible multi-axis 3d-printed connectors allow us to connect the kinetic scissor truss to a planar rail frame which can be animated by linear motion. Early prototypes contained springs which kept component in tension while the final prototype
used timing belts and motors to control position more precisely and eliminated kinetic energy which made motion more unstable given relatively large number of
parts per truss. The design uses a number of standard industrial components like
steel shafts and connector brackets to reduce construction time and cost (figure 4).
A few 3d printed components were used to connect assembly at key intersections
with unique angles. In this case, 3d printing is used as part of the combinatorial
approach to construction where many different materials and parts come together
as oppose to creating complex, continuous forms.

Figure 4. Final component assembly (left) and Design variations of 3d printed joints and
connectors (right).

9. Control System
Control system uses standard Arduino IDE written in C for individual components
with the controller script being uploaded to local microcontroller boards mounted
on the structural frame. The microcontroller is connected to the motor, ultrasonic
sensor, an LED strip and a switch to determine position of the kinetic truss. This
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allows components to ‘sense’ presence and proximity and respond by retraction or
contraction. The precise timing allows for real-time control and synchronization
of motor positions in relation to external stimuli.
10. Exhibition Prototype
Over the period of three weeks, the teams communicated and exchanged 3d models, scripts and other documentation relating to prototype construction. The Curtin
team assembled design documentation while Yen Tech team prototyped various
design iterations using digital fabrication equipment at their facilities before proceeding to install the prototype on site in the Shenzhen MakerFaire. The final 1:1
scale prototype was realized with three days of on-site construction made out of
16 fully-assembled and functional components which were fixed to a stable temporary structure with steel cable rods (figure 5). These arrangements provided
the right constraints for the model surface to be suspended over temporary public
space allowing for minimal lateral movement and interference between components. Components performed interaction with no identifiable failures over the
course of three days.

Figure 5. RCCE final installation and interaction at Shenzhen Maker Faire, November 2016.

11. Conclusion
The results of the prototype experiments for the development of responsive carrier
component envelopes are:
1.

2.
3.

the development of the carrier surface and its subsequent articulation with components requires geometric resolution at two scales. The tessellation of the carrier
surface must be rationalized to account for both part-whole relationships as well
as control of component variation and scaling.
the digital to physical translation from rationalized geometry to material requires
further inputs in the selection of materials, their tectonic properties as well as a
consideration of their assembly; and
the incorporation of responsive elements in the form of electronic components
and sensors requires careful consideration of the interaction logic, input-output
behaviours as well as sizing and resolution of components. An important element in interaction design is the trade-off in resolution- density of components
corresponding to the component positioning. Denser iterations produce greater
resolution but create more complexity in terms of set up and fabrication as well
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as driving up costs.

The RCCE is an experiment in architectural design that gives us insight into construction of complex architectural assemblies incorporating digital fabrication, dynamic forms, system design and planning. RCCE is work in progress and due
to its complexity and wide range of interdisciplinary knowledge required, will require expended collaboration in the future. The main problems encountered are
structural- control required to script and test a largely bottom-up system in terms
of its structural dynamics and force distribution is considerable. Although the behavior is emergent- the form still remains static. This problem will be addressed
in further design iterations to control the local parameters influencing the surface
tessellation and have more control over aggregation of local geometry into a larger
whole. This could be expanded upon by looking at the way components connect,
degrees of freedom allowed per component and the way cladding layer can be arranged more continuously rather than a collection of disparate kinetic scissor truss
assemblies. The future implementation will include communication protocol between components to allow for coordinated transformation of the structure.
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